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Motivation: Network debugging
- Example: Software Defined Networks
- SDN offers flexibility, but can have bugs
- Need good debuggers!
Why is the HTTP server
getting DNS queries?
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Approach: Provenance
- Existing tools: SNP (SOSP ‘11), NetSight (NSDI ‘14)
- They produce “backtraces”, or provenance
Why is the HTTP server
getting DNS queries?
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at HTTP Server
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Challenge: Missing events
- What if an expected event does not happen?
- Cannot be handled by existing tools
- No starting point for a backtrace Why is the HTTP server
NOT getting requests?
SDN Controller
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HTTP Server
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Survey: How common are missing events?
- Missing events are consistently in the majority
- Email threads for missing events are longer
Missing events

NANOG-user

Positive events
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Outages
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Approach: Counter-factual reasoning
Find all the ways a missing event could have occurred,
and show why each of them did not happen.

Why did Bob NOT
arrive at SIGCOMM?

Philadelphia

Chicago
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Result: Debugger for missing events
No HTTP Request arrived
at HTTP Server

Why is the HTTP server
NOT getting requests?

No Forwarding-FlowEntry
installed at Switch

Controller

HTTP Request Dropping-FlowEntry
received at Switch existed at Switch
…
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Challenge: Too many possible explanations!
Why did Bob NOT
arrive at SIGCOMM?

When an event happens, there is one reason.
When an event does not happen, there can be many reasons.
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WHY NOT ?

Goal: Diagnose missing events

Overview

Approach: Counter-factual reasoning
Challenge: Too many explanations
Background: Provenance

Approach

Generating Negative Provenance

function QUERY(EXIST([t1 , t2 ],N,⌧ ))
S
;
for each (+⌧ ,N,t,r,c) 2 Log: t1  t  t2
S
S [ { APPEAR(t,N,⌧ ,r,c) }
for each ( ⌧ ,N,t,r,c) 2 Log: t1  t  t2
S
S [ { DISAPPEAR(t,N,⌧ ,r,c) }
RETURN S
function QUERY(APPEAR(t,N,⌧ ,r,c))
if BaseTuple(⌧ ) then
RETURN { INSERT (t,N,⌧ ) }
else if LocalTuple(N,⌧ ) then
RETURN { DERIVE(t,N,⌧ ,r) }
else RETURN{RECEIVE(t,N r.N ,⌧ )}
function QUERY(INSERT(t,N,⌧ ))
RETURN ;
function QUERY(DERIVE(t,N,⌧ ,⌧ :-⌧1 ,⌧2 ...))
S
;
for each ⌧i : if (+⌧i ,N,t,r,c) 2 Log:
S
S [ { APPEAR(t,N,⌧i ,c) }
else
tx
max t0 < t: (+⌧ ,N ,t0 ,r,1) 2 Log
S
S [ { EXIST([tx ,t],N,⌧i ,c) }
RETURN S

function QUERY(RECEIVE(t,N1 N2 ,+⌧ ))
ts
max t0 < t: (+⌧ ,N2 ,t0 ,r,1) 2 Log
RETURN { SEND (ts ,N1 ! N2 ,+⌧ ),
DELAY (ts ,N2 ! N1 ,+⌧ ,t
ts ) }
function QUERY(SEND(t,N ! N 0 ,+⌧ ))
FIND (+⌧ ,N,t,r,c) 2 Log
RETURN { APPEAR (t,N ,⌧ ,r) }
function QUERY(NEXIST([t1 ,t2 ],N,⌧ ))
if 9t < t1 : (-⌧ ,N,t,r,1) 2 Log then
tx
max t < t1 : (-⌧ ,N,t,r,1) 2 Log
RETURN { DISAPPEAR (tx ,N,⌧ ),
NAPPEAR ((tx ,t2 ],N,⌧ ) }
else RETURN { NAPPEAR([0,t2 ],N,⌧ ) }
function QUERY(NDERIVE([t1 ,t2 ],N,⌧ ,r))
S
;
for (⌧i , Ii ) 2 PARTITION([t1 ,t2 ],N,⌧ ,r)
S
S [ { NEXIST(Ii ,N,⌧i ) }
RETURN S
function QUERY(NSEND([t1 ,t2 ],N,+⌧ ))
if 9t1 < t < t2 : (-⌧ ,N,t,r,1) 2 Log then
RETURN { EXIST([t1 ,t],N,⌧ ),
NAPPEAR ((t,t2 ],N,⌧ ) }
else RETURN { NAPPEAR([t1 ,t2 ],N,⌧ ) }

function QUERY(NAPPEAR([t1 ,t2 ],N,⌧ ))
if BaseTuple(⌧ ) then
RETURN { NINSERT ([t1 ,t2 ],N,⌧ ) }
else if LocalTuple(N,⌧
) then
S
RETURN
r2Rules(N):Head(r)=⌧
{ NDERIVE([t1 ,t2 ],N,⌧ ,r) }
else RETURN {NRECEIVE([t1 ,t2 ],N,+⌧ )}
function QUERY(NRECEIVE([t1 ,t2 ],N,+⌧ ))
S
;, t0
t1
max
for each N 0 2 SENDERS(⌧ ,N):
X {t0  t  t2 |(+⌧ ,N 0 ,t,r,1)2Log}
tx
t0
for (i=0; i< |X|; i++)
S S[{NSEND((tx ,Xi ),N 0 ,+⌧ ),
0
NARRIVE ((t1 ,t2 ),N !N ,Xi ,+⌧ )}
tx
Xi
S
S [ { NSEND([tx ,t2 ],N 0 ,+⌧ ) }
RETURN S
function Q(NARRIVE([t1 ,t2 ],N1!N2 ,t0 ,+⌧ ))
FIND (+⌧ ,N2 ,t3 ,(N1 ,t0 ),1) 2 Log
RETURN { SEND (t0 ,N1 ! N2 ,+⌧ ),
DELAY (t0 ,N1 ! N2 ,+⌧ ,t3
t0 ) }

Figure 3: Graph construction algorithm. Some rules have been omitted; for instance, the handling of +⌧ and
analogous, and the rules for INSERT/DELETE, APPEAR/DISAPPEAR, and DERIVE/UNDERIVE are symmetric.

Improving readability
Y!

System

⌧ messages is

conditions. Different choices can result in explanations of dramatically different sizes once the preconditions themselves have been
explained; hence, we would prefer a partition of the parameter
space (here, Q ⇥ R) that results in an explanation that is as small as
possible. In general, finding the optimal partition is at least as hard
as the S ET C OVER problem, which is NP-hard; hence the need for
a heuristic. In our experiments, we use a simple greedy heuristic
that always picks the largest available subspace; if there are multiple subspaces of the same size, it explores both for a few steps and
then picks the one with the simplest subgraph.

interval in ve can simply be some interval in which e was observed;
it does not need to cover the entire duration of e, and it does not
need to contain the root cause(s).
QUERY needs access to a log of the system’s execution to date.
We assume that the log is a sequence of tuples (±⌧, N, t, r, c),
which indicate that ⌧ was derived (+⌧ ) or underived ( ⌧ ) on node
N at time t via rule r. Since some tuples can be derived in more
than one way, we include a derivation counter c, which is 1 when a
tuple first appears, and is increased by one for each further derivation. For tuples that node N received from another node N 0 , we set
r = N 0 , and for base tuples, we set r = ? and c = 1.
Figure 3 shows part of the algorithm we use to construct positive and negative provenance. There are several points worth
noting. First, the algorithm uses functions BaseTuple(⌧ ) and
LocalTuple(N,⌧ ) to decide whether a missing tuple ⌧ is a base tuple
that was not inserted, a local tuple on node N that was not derived,
or a remote tuple that was not received. The necessary information
is a byproduct of the compilation of any NDlog program and is thus
easily obtained. Second, to account for propagation delays, the algorithm uses a constant max that denotes the maximum time a
message can spend in the network and still be accepted by the recipient; this is used to narrow down the time interval during which
a missing message could have been sent. Third, the algorithm can
produce the same vertex more than once, or semantically identical
vertices with adjacent or overlapping intervals; in these cases, it is
necessary to coalesce the vertices using the union of their intervals
in order to preserve minimality. Finally, the algorithm uses two
functions PARTITION and SENDERS, which we explain next.

3.7 Missing messages
The SENDERS(±⌧ ,N) function is used to narrow down the set of
nodes that could have sent a specific missing message ±⌧ to node
N . One valid choice is to simply return the set of all nodes in the
system that have a rule for deriving ⌧ ; however, the resulting provenance can be complex, since it must explain why each of these
nodes did not send ±⌧ . Hence, it is useful to enhance SENDERS
with other information that may be available. For instance, in a
routing protocol, communication is restricted by the network topology, and messages can come only from direct neighbors.
In some cases, further nodes can be ruled out based on the specific message that is missing: for instance, a BGP message whose
AS path starts with 7 should come from a router in AS 7. We do not
pursue this approach here, but we hypothesize that static analysis
of the NDlog program could be used for inferences of this type.

3.8 Formal properties
We now briefly present the key definitions from our formal
model [33]. An event d@n = (m, r, t, c, m0 ) represents that rule
r was triggered by message m and generated a set of (local or remote) messages m0 at time t, given the precondition c (a set of
tuples that existed on node n at time t). Specifically, we write
d@nrecv = (m@nsend , , t, 1, m@nrecv ) to denote a message m
(from nsend is delivered at nrecv at t). A trace E of a system
execution is an ordered sequence of events from an initial state

3.6 Explaining nonderivation
The PARTITION function encodes a heuristic for choosing among
several possible explanations of a missing derivation. When explaining why a rule with multiple preconditions did not derive a certain tuple, we must consider a potentially complex parameter space.
For instance, if A(@X,p):-B(@X,p,q,r),C(@X,p,q) did
not derive A(@X,10), we can explain this with the absence of
B(@X,10,q,r), C(@X,10,q,r), or a combination of both –
e.g., by dividing the possible q and r values between the two pre-
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Sx . We say a trace
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Background: Provenance
- Captures causality between events
- Example: SNP (SOSP ’11)
Causal
relationship

Event

DNS Query arrived
at HTTP Server

network datalog (NDLOG)	
  
DNS Query
Broken FlowEntry
PacketSent
FlowEntry.
received:-atPacketReceived,
Switch existed at Switch
…

…

Provenance
graph
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Background: How to generate provenance?
Step 3:
graph
isdistributed
generated
2:
1: Provenance
Issue
Collectquery
events
when
fromrelevant
event
system
occurs
PacketSent :- PacketReceived, FlowEntry.
PacketSent :- PacketOut.
PacketSent during [t4,t5]

FlowEntry during [t4,t5] ???

PacketReceived during [t4,t5]

PacketReceived	
  
FlowEntry	
  
PacketOut	
  
PacketSent 	
  
time	
  

t4	
   t5	
  

now	
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WHY NOT ?

Goal: Diagnose missing events

Overview

Approach: Counter-factual reasoning
Challenge: Too many explanations
Background: Provenance

Approach

Generating Negative Provenance

function QUERY(EXIST([t1 , t2 ],N,⌧ ))
S
;
for each (+⌧ ,N,t,r,c) 2 Log: t1  t  t2
S
S [ { APPEAR(t,N,⌧ ,r,c) }
for each ( ⌧ ,N,t,r,c) 2 Log: t1  t  t2
S
S [ { DISAPPEAR(t,N,⌧ ,r,c) }
RETURN S
function QUERY(APPEAR(t,N,⌧ ,r,c))
if BaseTuple(⌧ ) then
RETURN { INSERT (t,N,⌧ ) }
else if LocalTuple(N,⌧ ) then
RETURN { DERIVE(t,N,⌧ ,r) }
else RETURN{RECEIVE(t,N r.N ,⌧ )}
function QUERY(INSERT(t,N,⌧ ))
RETURN ;
function QUERY(DERIVE(t,N,⌧ ,⌧ :-⌧1 ,⌧2 ...))
S
;
for each ⌧i : if (+⌧i ,N,t,r,c) 2 Log:
S
S [ { APPEAR(t,N,⌧i ,c) }
else
tx
max t0 < t: (+⌧ ,N ,t0 ,r,1) 2 Log
S
S [ { EXIST([tx ,t],N,⌧i ,c) }
RETURN S

function QUERY(RECEIVE(t,N1 N2 ,+⌧ ))
ts
max t0 < t: (+⌧ ,N2 ,t0 ,r,1) 2 Log
RETURN { SEND (ts ,N1 ! N2 ,+⌧ ),
DELAY (ts ,N2 ! N1 ,+⌧ ,t
ts ) }
function QUERY(SEND(t,N ! N 0 ,+⌧ ))
FIND (+⌧ ,N,t,r,c) 2 Log
RETURN { APPEAR (t,N ,⌧ ,r) }
function QUERY(NEXIST([t1 ,t2 ],N,⌧ ))
if 9t < t1 : (-⌧ ,N,t,r,1) 2 Log then
tx
max t < t1 : (-⌧ ,N,t,r,1) 2 Log
RETURN { DISAPPEAR (tx ,N,⌧ ),
NAPPEAR ((tx ,t2 ],N,⌧ ) }
else RETURN { NAPPEAR([0,t2 ],N,⌧ ) }
function QUERY(NDERIVE([t1 ,t2 ],N,⌧ ,r))
S
;
for (⌧i , Ii ) 2 PARTITION([t1 ,t2 ],N,⌧ ,r)
S
S [ { NEXIST(Ii ,N,⌧i ) }
RETURN S
function QUERY(NSEND([t1 ,t2 ],N,+⌧ ))
if 9t1 < t < t2 : (-⌧ ,N,t,r,1) 2 Log then
RETURN { EXIST([t1 ,t],N,⌧ ),
NAPPEAR ((t,t2 ],N,⌧ ) }
else RETURN { NAPPEAR([t1 ,t2 ],N,⌧ ) }

function QUERY(NAPPEAR([t1 ,t2 ],N,⌧ ))
if BaseTuple(⌧ ) then
RETURN { NINSERT ([t1 ,t2 ],N,⌧ ) }
else if LocalTuple(N,⌧
) then
S
RETURN
r2Rules(N):Head(r)=⌧
{ NDERIVE([t1 ,t2 ],N,⌧ ,r) }
else RETURN {NRECEIVE([t1 ,t2 ],N,+⌧ )}
function QUERY(NRECEIVE([t1 ,t2 ],N,+⌧ ))
S
;, t0
t1
max
for each N 0 2 SENDERS(⌧ ,N):
X {t0  t  t2 |(+⌧ ,N 0 ,t,r,1)2Log}
tx
t0
for (i=0; i< |X|; i++)
S S[{NSEND((tx ,Xi ),N 0 ,+⌧ ),
0
NARRIVE ((t1 ,t2 ),N !N ,Xi ,+⌧ )}
tx
Xi
S
S [ { NSEND([tx ,t2 ],N 0 ,+⌧ ) }
RETURN S
function Q(NARRIVE([t1 ,t2 ],N1!N2 ,t0 ,+⌧ ))
FIND (+⌧ ,N2 ,t3 ,(N1 ,t0 ),1) 2 Log
RETURN { SEND (t0 ,N1 ! N2 ,+⌧ ),
DELAY (t0 ,N1 ! N2 ,+⌧ ,t3
t0 ) }

Figure 3: Graph construction algorithm. Some rules have been omitted; for instance, the handling of +⌧ and
analogous, and the rules for INSERT/DELETE, APPEAR/DISAPPEAR, and DERIVE/UNDERIVE are symmetric.
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conditions. Different choices can result in explanations of dramatically different sizes once the preconditions themselves have been
explained; hence, we would prefer a partition of the parameter
space (here, Q ⇥ R) that results in an explanation that is as small as
possible. In general, finding the optimal partition is at least as hard
as the S ET C OVER problem, which is NP-hard; hence the need for
a heuristic. In our experiments, we use a simple greedy heuristic
that always picks the largest available subspace; if there are multiple subspaces of the same size, it explores both for a few steps and
then picks the one with the simplest subgraph.

interval in ve can simply be some interval in which e was observed;
it does not need to cover the entire duration of e, and it does not
need to contain the root cause(s).
QUERY needs access to a log of the system’s execution to date.
We assume that the log is a sequence of tuples (±⌧, N, t, r, c),
which indicate that ⌧ was derived (+⌧ ) or underived ( ⌧ ) on node
N at time t via rule r. Since some tuples can be derived in more
than one way, we include a derivation counter c, which is 1 when a
tuple first appears, and is increased by one for each further derivation. For tuples that node N received from another node N 0 , we set
r = N 0 , and for base tuples, we set r = ? and c = 1.
Figure 3 shows part of the algorithm we use to construct positive and negative provenance. There are several points worth
noting. First, the algorithm uses functions BaseTuple(⌧ ) and
LocalTuple(N,⌧ ) to decide whether a missing tuple ⌧ is a base tuple
that was not inserted, a local tuple on node N that was not derived,
or a remote tuple that was not received. The necessary information
is a byproduct of the compilation of any NDlog program and is thus
easily obtained. Second, to account for propagation delays, the algorithm uses a constant max that denotes the maximum time a
message can spend in the network and still be accepted by the recipient; this is used to narrow down the time interval during which
a missing message could have been sent. Third, the algorithm can
produce the same vertex more than once, or semantically identical
vertices with adjacent or overlapping intervals; in these cases, it is
necessary to coalesce the vertices using the union of their intervals
in order to preserve minimality. Finally, the algorithm uses two
functions PARTITION and SENDERS, which we explain next.

3.7 Missing messages
The SENDERS(±⌧ ,N) function is used to narrow down the set of
nodes that could have sent a specific missing message ±⌧ to node
N . One valid choice is to simply return the set of all nodes in the
system that have a rule for deriving ⌧ ; however, the resulting provenance can be complex, since it must explain why each of these
nodes did not send ±⌧ . Hence, it is useful to enhance SENDERS
with other information that may be available. For instance, in a
routing protocol, communication is restricted by the network topology, and messages can come only from direct neighbors.
In some cases, further nodes can be ruled out based on the specific message that is missing: for instance, a BGP message whose
AS path starts with 7 should come from a router in AS 7. We do not
pursue this approach here, but we hypothesize that static analysis
of the NDlog program could be used for inferences of this type.

3.8 Formal properties
We now briefly present the key definitions from our formal
model [33]. An event d@n = (m, r, t, c, m0 ) represents that rule
r was triggered by message m and generated a set of (local or remote) messages m0 at time t, given the precondition c (a set of
tuples that existed on node n at time t). Specifically, we write
d@nrecv = (m@nsend , , t, 1, m@nrecv ) to denote a message m
(from nsend is delivered at nrecv at t). A trace E of a system
execution is an ordered sequence of events from an initial state

3.6 Explaining nonderivation
The PARTITION function encodes a heuristic for choosing among
several possible explanations of a missing derivation. When explaining why a rule with multiple preconditions did not derive a certain tuple, we must consider a potentially complex parameter space.
For instance, if A(@X,p):-B(@X,p,q,r),C(@X,p,q) did
not derive A(@X,10), we can explain this with the absence of
B(@X,10,q,r), C(@X,10,q,r), or a combination of both –
e.g., by dividing the possible q and r values between the two pre-
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Generating negative provenance graphs
- Goal: Explain why something does not exist
- Use missing preconditions to explain missing events
No PacketSent during [t1,now]

???

PacketSent :- PacketReceived, FlowEntry.
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PacketReceived	
  
FlowEntry	
  
time	
  

t1	
  

t2	
  

t3	
  

t4	
  

t5	
  

now	
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Generating negative provenance graphs
- Explanation can be unnecessarily complex
No PacketSent during [t1,now]
No PacketReceived
during [t1,t2]

No PacketReceived
during [t5,now]

No FlowEntry
during [t2,t3]

No PacketReceived
during [t3,t4]

No FlowEntry
during [t4,t5]

PacketSent 	
  
PacketReceived	
  
FlowEntry	
  
time	
  

t1	
  

t2	
  

t3	
  

t4	
  

t5	
  

now	
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Generating negative provenance graphs
- We want simple explanations
- This is hard (Set-Cover)
- But greedy heuristics tend to work well
No PacketSent during [t1,now]

No FlowEntry during [t1,now]

PacketSent 	
  
PacketReceived	
  
FlowEntry	
  
time	
  

t1	
  

t2	
  

t3	
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t5	
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Generating negative provenance graphs

function QUERY(EXIST([t1 , t2 ],N,⌧ ))
S
;
for each (+⌧ ,N,t,r,c) 2 Log: t1  t  t2
S
S [ { APPEAR(t,N,⌧ ,r,c) }
for each ( ⌧ ,N,t,r,c) 2 Log: t1  t  t2
S
S [ { DISAPPEAR(t,N,⌧ ,r,c) }
RETURN S
function QUERY(APPEAR(t,N,⌧ ,r,c))
if BaseTuple(⌧ ) then
RETURN { INSERT (t,N,⌧ ) }
else if LocalTuple(N,⌧ ) then
RETURN { DERIVE(t,N,⌧ ,r) }
else RETURN{RECEIVE(t,N r.N ,⌧ )}
function QUERY(INSERT(t,N,⌧ ))
RETURN ;
function QUERY(DERIVE(t,N,⌧ ,⌧ :-⌧1 ,⌧2 ...))
S
;
for each ⌧i : if (+⌧i ,N,t,r,c) 2 Log:
S
S [ { APPEAR(t,N,⌧i ,c) }
else
tx
max t0 < t: (+⌧ ,N ,t0 ,r,1) 2 Log
S
S [ { EXIST([tx ,t],N,⌧i ,c) }
RETURN S

function QUERY(RECEIVE(t,N1 N2 ,+⌧ ))
ts
max t0 < t: (+⌧ ,N2 ,t0 ,r,1) 2 Log
RETURN { SEND (ts ,N1 ! N2 ,+⌧ ),
DELAY (ts ,N2 ! N1 ,+⌧ ,t
ts ) }
function QUERY(SEND(t,N ! N 0 ,+⌧ ))
FIND (+⌧ ,N,t,r,c) 2 Log
RETURN { APPEAR (t,N ,⌧ ,r) }
function QUERY(NEXIST([t1 ,t2 ],N,⌧ ))
if 9t < t1 : (-⌧ ,N,t,r,1) 2 Log then
tx
max t < t1 : (-⌧ ,N,t,r,1) 2 Log
RETURN { DISAPPEAR (tx ,N,⌧ ),
NAPPEAR ((tx ,t2 ],N,⌧ ) }
else RETURN { NAPPEAR([0,t2 ],N,⌧ ) }
function QUERY(NDERIVE([t1 ,t2 ],N,⌧ ,r))
S
;
for (⌧i , Ii ) 2 PARTITION([t1 ,t2 ],N,⌧ ,r)
S
S [ { NEXIST(Ii ,N,⌧i ) }
RETURN S
function QUERY(NSEND([t1 ,t2 ],N,+⌧ ))
if 9t1 < t < t2 : (-⌧ ,N,t,r,1) 2 Log then
RETURN { EXIST([t1 ,t],N,⌧ ),
NAPPEAR ((t,t2 ],N,⌧ ) }
else RETURN { NAPPEAR([t1 ,t2 ],N,⌧ ) }

function QUERY(NAPPEAR([t1 ,t2 ],N,⌧ ))
if BaseTuple(⌧ ) then
RETURN { NINSERT ([t1 ,t2 ],N,⌧ ) }
else if LocalTuple(N,⌧
) then
S
RETURN
r2Rules(N):Head(r)=⌧
{ NDERIVE([t1 ,t2 ],N,⌧ ,r) }
else RETURN {NRECEIVE([t1 ,t2 ],N,+⌧ )}
function QUERY(NRECEIVE([t1 ,t2 ],N,+⌧ ))
S
;, t0
t1
max
for each N 0 2 SENDERS(⌧ ,N):
X {t0  t  t2 |(+⌧ ,N 0 ,t,r,1)2Log}
tx
t0
for (i=0; i< |X|; i++)
S S[{NSEND((tx ,Xi ),N 0 ,+⌧ ),
0
NARRIVE ((t1 ,t2 ),N !N ,Xi ,+⌧ )}
tx
Xi
S
S [ { NSEND([tx ,t2 ],N 0 ,+⌧ ) }
RETURN S
function Q(NARRIVE([t1 ,t2 ],N1!N2 ,t0 ,+⌧ ))
FIND (+⌧ ,N2 ,t3 ,(N1 ,t0 ),1) 2 Log
RETURN { SEND (t0 ,N1 ! N2 ,+⌧ ),
DELAY (t0 ,N1 ! N2 ,+⌧ ,t3
t0 ) }

Figure 3: Graph construction algorithm. Some rules have been omitted; for instance, the handling of +⌧ and
analogous, and the rules for INSERT/DELETE, APPEAR/DISAPPEAR, and DERIVE/UNDERIVE are symmetric.
interval in ve can simply be some interval in which e was observed;
it does not need to cover the entire duration of e, and it does not
need to contain the root cause(s).

⌧ messages is

conditions. Different choices can result in explanations of dramatically different sizes once the preconditions themselves have been
16
explained; hence, we would prefer a partition of the parameter

Challenge: Explanation is complicated!
Why NOT … ?

No A at
at X

No B at
at Y

No C at
at Z
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WHY NOT ?

Goal: Diagnose missing events

Overview

Approach: Counter-factual reasoning
Challenge: Too many explanations
Background: Provenance

Approach

Generating Negative Provenance

function QUERY(EXIST([t1 , t2 ],N,⌧ ))
S
;
for each (+⌧ ,N,t,r,c) 2 Log: t1  t  t2
S
S [ { APPEAR(t,N,⌧ ,r,c) }
for each ( ⌧ ,N,t,r,c) 2 Log: t1  t  t2
S
S [ { DISAPPEAR(t,N,⌧ ,r,c) }
RETURN S
function QUERY(APPEAR(t,N,⌧ ,r,c))
if BaseTuple(⌧ ) then
RETURN { INSERT (t,N,⌧ ) }
else if LocalTuple(N,⌧ ) then
RETURN { DERIVE(t,N,⌧ ,r) }
else RETURN{RECEIVE(t,N r.N ,⌧ )}
function QUERY(INSERT(t,N,⌧ ))
RETURN ;
function QUERY(DERIVE(t,N,⌧ ,⌧ :-⌧1 ,⌧2 ...))
S
;
for each ⌧i : if (+⌧i ,N,t,r,c) 2 Log:
S
S [ { APPEAR(t,N,⌧i ,c) }
else
tx
max t0 < t: (+⌧ ,N ,t0 ,r,1) 2 Log
S
S [ { EXIST([tx ,t],N,⌧i ,c) }
RETURN S

function QUERY(RECEIVE(t,N1 N2 ,+⌧ ))
ts
max t0 < t: (+⌧ ,N2 ,t0 ,r,1) 2 Log
RETURN { SEND (ts ,N1 ! N2 ,+⌧ ),
DELAY (ts ,N2 ! N1 ,+⌧ ,t
ts ) }
function QUERY(SEND(t,N ! N 0 ,+⌧ ))
FIND (+⌧ ,N,t,r,c) 2 Log
RETURN { APPEAR (t,N ,⌧ ,r) }
function QUERY(NEXIST([t1 ,t2 ],N,⌧ ))
if 9t < t1 : (-⌧ ,N,t,r,1) 2 Log then
tx
max t < t1 : (-⌧ ,N,t,r,1) 2 Log
RETURN { DISAPPEAR (tx ,N,⌧ ),
NAPPEAR ((tx ,t2 ],N,⌧ ) }
else RETURN { NAPPEAR([0,t2 ],N,⌧ ) }
function QUERY(NDERIVE([t1 ,t2 ],N,⌧ ,r))
S
;
for (⌧i , Ii ) 2 PARTITION([t1 ,t2 ],N,⌧ ,r)
S
S [ { NEXIST(Ii ,N,⌧i ) }
RETURN S
function QUERY(NSEND([t1 ,t2 ],N,+⌧ ))
if 9t1 < t < t2 : (-⌧ ,N,t,r,1) 2 Log then
RETURN { EXIST([t1 ,t],N,⌧ ),
NAPPEAR ((t,t2 ],N,⌧ ) }
else RETURN { NAPPEAR([t1 ,t2 ],N,⌧ ) }

function QUERY(NAPPEAR([t1 ,t2 ],N,⌧ ))
if BaseTuple(⌧ ) then
RETURN { NINSERT ([t1 ,t2 ],N,⌧ ) }
else if LocalTuple(N,⌧
) then
S
RETURN
r2Rules(N):Head(r)=⌧
{ NDERIVE([t1 ,t2 ],N,⌧ ,r) }
else RETURN {NRECEIVE([t1 ,t2 ],N,+⌧ )}
function QUERY(NRECEIVE([t1 ,t2 ],N,+⌧ ))
S
;, t0
t1
max
for each N 0 2 SENDERS(⌧ ,N):
X {t0  t  t2 |(+⌧ ,N 0 ,t,r,1)2Log}
tx
t0
for (i=0; i< |X|; i++)
S S[{NSEND((tx ,Xi ),N 0 ,+⌧ ),
0
NARRIVE ((t1 ,t2 ),N !N ,Xi ,+⌧ )}
tx
Xi
S
S [ { NSEND([tx ,t2 ],N 0 ,+⌧ ) }
RETURN S
function Q(NARRIVE([t1 ,t2 ],N1!N2 ,t0 ,+⌧ ))
FIND (+⌧ ,N2 ,t3 ,(N1 ,t0 ),1) 2 Log
RETURN { SEND (t0 ,N1 ! N2 ,+⌧ ),
DELAY (t0 ,N1 ! N2 ,+⌧ ,t3
t0 ) }

Figure 3: Graph construction algorithm. Some rules have been omitted; for instance, the handling of +⌧ and
analogous, and the rules for INSERT/DELETE, APPEAR/DISAPPEAR, and DERIVE/UNDERIVE are symmetric.
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conditions. Different choices can result in explanations of dramatically different sizes once the preconditions themselves have been
explained; hence, we would prefer a partition of the parameter
space (here, Q ⇥ R) that results in an explanation that is as small as
possible. In general, finding the optimal partition is at least as hard
as the S ET C OVER problem, which is NP-hard; hence the need for
a heuristic. In our experiments, we use a simple greedy heuristic
that always picks the largest available subspace; if there are multiple subspaces of the same size, it explores both for a few steps and
then picks the one with the simplest subgraph.

interval in ve can simply be some interval in which e was observed;
it does not need to cover the entire duration of e, and it does not
need to contain the root cause(s).
QUERY needs access to a log of the system’s execution to date.
We assume that the log is a sequence of tuples (±⌧, N, t, r, c),
which indicate that ⌧ was derived (+⌧ ) or underived ( ⌧ ) on node
N at time t via rule r. Since some tuples can be derived in more
than one way, we include a derivation counter c, which is 1 when a
tuple first appears, and is increased by one for each further derivation. For tuples that node N received from another node N 0 , we set
r = N 0 , and for base tuples, we set r = ? and c = 1.
Figure 3 shows part of the algorithm we use to construct positive and negative provenance. There are several points worth
noting. First, the algorithm uses functions BaseTuple(⌧ ) and
LocalTuple(N,⌧ ) to decide whether a missing tuple ⌧ is a base tuple
that was not inserted, a local tuple on node N that was not derived,
or a remote tuple that was not received. The necessary information
is a byproduct of the compilation of any NDlog program and is thus
easily obtained. Second, to account for propagation delays, the algorithm uses a constant max that denotes the maximum time a
message can spend in the network and still be accepted by the recipient; this is used to narrow down the time interval during which
a missing message could have been sent. Third, the algorithm can
produce the same vertex more than once, or semantically identical
vertices with adjacent or overlapping intervals; in these cases, it is
necessary to coalesce the vertices using the union of their intervals
in order to preserve minimality. Finally, the algorithm uses two
functions PARTITION and SENDERS, which we explain next.

3.7 Missing messages
The SENDERS(±⌧ ,N) function is used to narrow down the set of
nodes that could have sent a specific missing message ±⌧ to node
N . One valid choice is to simply return the set of all nodes in the
system that have a rule for deriving ⌧ ; however, the resulting provenance can be complex, since it must explain why each of these
nodes did not send ±⌧ . Hence, it is useful to enhance SENDERS
with other information that may be available. For instance, in a
routing protocol, communication is restricted by the network topology, and messages can come only from direct neighbors.
In some cases, further nodes can be ruled out based on the specific message that is missing: for instance, a BGP message whose
AS path starts with 7 should come from a router in AS 7. We do not
pursue this approach here, but we hypothesize that static analysis
of the NDlog program could be used for inferences of this type.

3.8 Formal properties
We now briefly present the key definitions from our formal
model [33]. An event d@n = (m, r, t, c, m0 ) represents that rule
r was triggered by message m and generated a set of (local or remote) messages m0 at time t, given the precondition c (a set of
tuples that existed on node n at time t). Specifically, we write
d@nrecv = (m@nsend , , t, 1, m@nrecv ) to denote a message m
(from nsend is delivered at nrecv at t). A trace E of a system
execution is an ordered sequence of events from an initial state

3.6 Explaining nonderivation
The PARTITION function encodes a heuristic for choosing among
several possible explanations of a missing derivation. When explaining why a rule with multiple preconditions did not derive a certain tuple, we must consider a potentially complex parameter space.
For instance, if A(@X,p):-B(@X,p,q,r),C(@X,p,q) did
not derive A(@X,10), we can explain this with the absence of
B(@X,10,q,r), C(@X,10,q,r), or a combination of both –
e.g., by dividing the possible q and r values between the two pre-
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Readability: How to simplify the provenance?
- Heuristic #1: Prune logical inconsistencies
- Heuristic #2: Summarize transient event chains

…

No chicken.

No Packet arrived
at Server

…

No Packet arrived
at S1

No egg.

…

No Packet arrived
at S2
No Packet arrived
at S3

No chicken.

Prune

…

Summarize
19

Readability: Other heuristics

...

root

...
...

Prune logical inconsistencies.
Prune failed assertions.
Branch coalescing.
Application-specific invariants.
Summarize transient event chains.
Summarize super-vertex.
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Readability: Concise explanations
Why NOT … ?

root

root

root
root

root
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WHY NOT ?

Goal: Diagnose missing events

Overview

Approach: Counter-factual reasoning
Challenge: Too many explanations
Background: Provenance

Approach

Generating Negative Provenance

function QUERY(EXIST([t1 , t2 ],N,⌧ ))
S
;
for each (+⌧ ,N,t,r,c) 2 Log: t1  t  t2
S
S [ { APPEAR(t,N,⌧ ,r,c) }
for each ( ⌧ ,N,t,r,c) 2 Log: t1  t  t2
S
S [ { DISAPPEAR(t,N,⌧ ,r,c) }
RETURN S
function QUERY(APPEAR(t,N,⌧ ,r,c))
if BaseTuple(⌧ ) then
RETURN { INSERT (t,N,⌧ ) }
else if LocalTuple(N,⌧ ) then
RETURN { DERIVE(t,N,⌧ ,r) }
else RETURN{RECEIVE(t,N r.N ,⌧ )}
function QUERY(INSERT(t,N,⌧ ))
RETURN ;
function QUERY(DERIVE(t,N,⌧ ,⌧ :-⌧1 ,⌧2 ...))
S
;
for each ⌧i : if (+⌧i ,N,t,r,c) 2 Log:
S
S [ { APPEAR(t,N,⌧i ,c) }
else
tx
max t0 < t: (+⌧ ,N ,t0 ,r,1) 2 Log
S
S [ { EXIST([tx ,t],N,⌧i ,c) }
RETURN S

function QUERY(RECEIVE(t,N1 N2 ,+⌧ ))
ts
max t0 < t: (+⌧ ,N2 ,t0 ,r,1) 2 Log
RETURN { SEND (ts ,N1 ! N2 ,+⌧ ),
DELAY (ts ,N2 ! N1 ,+⌧ ,t
ts ) }
function QUERY(SEND(t,N ! N 0 ,+⌧ ))
FIND (+⌧ ,N,t,r,c) 2 Log
RETURN { APPEAR (t,N ,⌧ ,r) }
function QUERY(NEXIST([t1 ,t2 ],N,⌧ ))
if 9t < t1 : (-⌧ ,N,t,r,1) 2 Log then
tx
max t < t1 : (-⌧ ,N,t,r,1) 2 Log
RETURN { DISAPPEAR (tx ,N,⌧ ),
NAPPEAR ((tx ,t2 ],N,⌧ ) }
else RETURN { NAPPEAR([0,t2 ],N,⌧ ) }
function QUERY(NDERIVE([t1 ,t2 ],N,⌧ ,r))
S
;
for (⌧i , Ii ) 2 PARTITION([t1 ,t2 ],N,⌧ ,r)
S
S [ { NEXIST(Ii ,N,⌧i ) }
RETURN S
function QUERY(NSEND([t1 ,t2 ],N,+⌧ ))
if 9t1 < t < t2 : (-⌧ ,N,t,r,1) 2 Log then
RETURN { EXIST([t1 ,t],N,⌧ ),
NAPPEAR ((t,t2 ],N,⌧ ) }
else RETURN { NAPPEAR([t1 ,t2 ],N,⌧ ) }

function QUERY(NAPPEAR([t1 ,t2 ],N,⌧ ))
if BaseTuple(⌧ ) then
RETURN { NINSERT ([t1 ,t2 ],N,⌧ ) }
else if LocalTuple(N,⌧
) then
S
RETURN
r2Rules(N):Head(r)=⌧
{ NDERIVE([t1 ,t2 ],N,⌧ ,r) }
else RETURN {NRECEIVE([t1 ,t2 ],N,+⌧ )}
function QUERY(NRECEIVE([t1 ,t2 ],N,+⌧ ))
S
;, t0
t1
max
for each N 0 2 SENDERS(⌧ ,N):
X {t0  t  t2 |(+⌧ ,N 0 ,t,r,1)2Log}
tx
t0
for (i=0; i< |X|; i++)
S S[{NSEND((tx ,Xi ),N 0 ,+⌧ ),
0
NARRIVE ((t1 ,t2 ),N !N ,Xi ,+⌧ )}
tx
Xi
S
S [ { NSEND([tx ,t2 ],N 0 ,+⌧ ) }
RETURN S
function Q(NARRIVE([t1 ,t2 ],N1!N2 ,t0 ,+⌧ ))
FIND (+⌧ ,N2 ,t3 ,(N1 ,t0 ),1) 2 Log
RETURN { SEND (t0 ,N1 ! N2 ,+⌧ ),
DELAY (t0 ,N1 ! N2 ,+⌧ ,t3
t0 ) }

Figure 3: Graph construction algorithm. Some rules have been omitted; for instance, the handling of +⌧ and
analogous, and the rules for INSERT/DELETE, APPEAR/DISAPPEAR, and DERIVE/UNDERIVE are symmetric.
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conditions. Different choices can result in explanations of dramatically different sizes once the preconditions themselves have been
explained; hence, we would prefer a partition of the parameter
space (here, Q ⇥ R) that results in an explanation that is as small as
possible. In general, finding the optimal partition is at least as hard
as the S ET C OVER problem, which is NP-hard; hence the need for
a heuristic. In our experiments, we use a simple greedy heuristic
that always picks the largest available subspace; if there are multiple subspaces of the same size, it explores both for a few steps and
then picks the one with the simplest subgraph.

interval in ve can simply be some interval in which e was observed;
it does not need to cover the entire duration of e, and it does not
need to contain the root cause(s).
QUERY needs access to a log of the system’s execution to date.
We assume that the log is a sequence of tuples (±⌧, N, t, r, c),
which indicate that ⌧ was derived (+⌧ ) or underived ( ⌧ ) on node
N at time t via rule r. Since some tuples can be derived in more
than one way, we include a derivation counter c, which is 1 when a
tuple first appears, and is increased by one for each further derivation. For tuples that node N received from another node N 0 , we set
r = N 0 , and for base tuples, we set r = ? and c = 1.
Figure 3 shows part of the algorithm we use to construct positive and negative provenance. There are several points worth
noting. First, the algorithm uses functions BaseTuple(⌧ ) and
LocalTuple(N,⌧ ) to decide whether a missing tuple ⌧ is a base tuple
that was not inserted, a local tuple on node N that was not derived,
or a remote tuple that was not received. The necessary information
is a byproduct of the compilation of any NDlog program and is thus
easily obtained. Second, to account for propagation delays, the algorithm uses a constant max that denotes the maximum time a
message can spend in the network and still be accepted by the recipient; this is used to narrow down the time interval during which
a missing message could have been sent. Third, the algorithm can
produce the same vertex more than once, or semantically identical
vertices with adjacent or overlapping intervals; in these cases, it is
necessary to coalesce the vertices using the union of their intervals
in order to preserve minimality. Finally, the algorithm uses two
functions PARTITION and SENDERS, which we explain next.

3.7 Missing messages
The SENDERS(±⌧ ,N) function is used to narrow down the set of
nodes that could have sent a specific missing message ±⌧ to node
N . One valid choice is to simply return the set of all nodes in the
system that have a rule for deriving ⌧ ; however, the resulting provenance can be complex, since it must explain why each of these
nodes did not send ±⌧ . Hence, it is useful to enhance SENDERS
with other information that may be available. For instance, in a
routing protocol, communication is restricted by the network topology, and messages can come only from direct neighbors.
In some cases, further nodes can be ruled out based on the specific message that is missing: for instance, a BGP message whose
AS path starts with 7 should come from a router in AS 7. We do not
pursue this approach here, but we hypothesize that static analysis
of the NDlog program could be used for inferences of this type.

3.8 Formal properties
We now briefly present the key definitions from our formal
model [33]. An event d@n = (m, r, t, c, m0 ) represents that rule
r was triggered by message m and generated a set of (local or remote) messages m0 at time t, given the precondition c (a set of
tuples that existed on node n at time t). Specifically, we write
d@nrecv = (m@nsend , , t, 1, m@nrecv ) to denote a message m
(from nsend is delivered at nrecv at t). A trace E of a system
execution is an ordered sequence of events from an initial state

3.6 Explaining nonderivation
The PARTITION function encodes a heuristic for choosing among
several possible explanations of a missing derivation. When explaining why a rule with multiple preconditions did not derive a certain tuple, we must consider a potentially complex parameter space.
For instance, if A(@X,p):-B(@X,p,q,r),C(@X,p,q) did
not derive A(@X,10), we can explain this with the absence of
B(@X,10,q,r), C(@X,10,q,r), or a combination of both –
e.g., by dividing the possible q and r values between the two pre-
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System: Y!
General: Works for any NDLOG program (not just SDN)

Supports general programs: Pyretic frontend

Uses R-tree to speed up queries

More details are in the paper
23

System: Better index for faster queries
- Event storage must provide fast spatial query
Was there a FlowTable from 3pm to 8pm,
whose priority is higher than 255?

≈	
  
Any hotels
within 3 miles of SIGCOMM?

24

System: R-tree for faster queries
- R-tree: Designed to handle high-dimensional queries
- Basic idea: Multi-dimensional boxes as indexes

25
Used material from Wikipedia.

WHY NOT ?

Goal: Diagnose missing events

Overview

Approach: Counter-factual reasoning
Challenge: Too many explanations
Background: Provenance

Approach

Generating Negative Provenance

function QUERY(EXIST([t1 , t2 ],N,⌧ ))
S
;
for each (+⌧ ,N,t,r,c) 2 Log: t1  t  t2
S
S [ { APPEAR(t,N,⌧ ,r,c) }
for each ( ⌧ ,N,t,r,c) 2 Log: t1  t  t2
S
S [ { DISAPPEAR(t,N,⌧ ,r,c) }
RETURN S
function QUERY(APPEAR(t,N,⌧ ,r,c))
if BaseTuple(⌧ ) then
RETURN { INSERT (t,N,⌧ ) }
else if LocalTuple(N,⌧ ) then
RETURN { DERIVE(t,N,⌧ ,r) }
else RETURN{RECEIVE(t,N r.N ,⌧ )}
function QUERY(INSERT(t,N,⌧ ))
RETURN ;
function QUERY(DERIVE(t,N,⌧ ,⌧ :-⌧1 ,⌧2 ...))
S
;
for each ⌧i : if (+⌧i ,N,t,r,c) 2 Log:
S
S [ { APPEAR(t,N,⌧i ,c) }
else
tx
max t0 < t: (+⌧ ,N ,t0 ,r,1) 2 Log
S
S [ { EXIST([tx ,t],N,⌧i ,c) }
RETURN S

function QUERY(RECEIVE(t,N1 N2 ,+⌧ ))
ts
max t0 < t: (+⌧ ,N2 ,t0 ,r,1) 2 Log
RETURN { SEND (ts ,N1 ! N2 ,+⌧ ),
DELAY (ts ,N2 ! N1 ,+⌧ ,t
ts ) }
function QUERY(SEND(t,N ! N 0 ,+⌧ ))
FIND (+⌧ ,N,t,r,c) 2 Log
RETURN { APPEAR (t,N ,⌧ ,r) }
function QUERY(NEXIST([t1 ,t2 ],N,⌧ ))
if 9t < t1 : (-⌧ ,N,t,r,1) 2 Log then
tx
max t < t1 : (-⌧ ,N,t,r,1) 2 Log
RETURN { DISAPPEAR (tx ,N,⌧ ),
NAPPEAR ((tx ,t2 ],N,⌧ ) }
else RETURN { NAPPEAR([0,t2 ],N,⌧ ) }
function QUERY(NDERIVE([t1 ,t2 ],N,⌧ ,r))
S
;
for (⌧i , Ii ) 2 PARTITION([t1 ,t2 ],N,⌧ ,r)
S
S [ { NEXIST(Ii ,N,⌧i ) }
RETURN S
function QUERY(NSEND([t1 ,t2 ],N,+⌧ ))
if 9t1 < t < t2 : (-⌧ ,N,t,r,1) 2 Log then
RETURN { EXIST([t1 ,t],N,⌧ ),
NAPPEAR ((t,t2 ],N,⌧ ) }
else RETURN { NAPPEAR([t1 ,t2 ],N,⌧ ) }

function QUERY(NAPPEAR([t1 ,t2 ],N,⌧ ))
if BaseTuple(⌧ ) then
RETURN { NINSERT ([t1 ,t2 ],N,⌧ ) }
else if LocalTuple(N,⌧
) then
S
RETURN
r2Rules(N):Head(r)=⌧
{ NDERIVE([t1 ,t2 ],N,⌧ ,r) }
else RETURN {NRECEIVE([t1 ,t2 ],N,+⌧ )}
function QUERY(NRECEIVE([t1 ,t2 ],N,+⌧ ))
S
;, t0
t1
max
for each N 0 2 SENDERS(⌧ ,N):
X {t0  t  t2 |(+⌧ ,N 0 ,t,r,1)2Log}
tx
t0
for (i=0; i< |X|; i++)
S S[{NSEND((tx ,Xi ),N 0 ,+⌧ ),
0
NARRIVE ((t1 ,t2 ),N !N ,Xi ,+⌧ )}
tx
Xi
S
S [ { NSEND([tx ,t2 ],N 0 ,+⌧ ) }
RETURN S
function Q(NARRIVE([t1 ,t2 ],N1!N2 ,t0 ,+⌧ ))
FIND (+⌧ ,N2 ,t3 ,(N1 ,t0 ),1) 2 Log
RETURN { SEND (t0 ,N1 ! N2 ,+⌧ ),
DELAY (t0 ,N1 ! N2 ,+⌧ ,t3
t0 ) }

Figure 3: Graph construction algorithm. Some rules have been omitted; for instance, the handling of +⌧ and
analogous, and the rules for INSERT/DELETE, APPEAR/DISAPPEAR, and DERIVE/UNDERIVE are symmetric.
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conditions. Different choices can result in explanations of dramatically different sizes once the preconditions themselves have been
explained; hence, we would prefer a partition of the parameter
space (here, Q ⇥ R) that results in an explanation that is as small as
possible. In general, finding the optimal partition is at least as hard
as the S ET C OVER problem, which is NP-hard; hence the need for
a heuristic. In our experiments, we use a simple greedy heuristic
that always picks the largest available subspace; if there are multiple subspaces of the same size, it explores both for a few steps and
then picks the one with the simplest subgraph.

interval in ve can simply be some interval in which e was observed;
it does not need to cover the entire duration of e, and it does not
need to contain the root cause(s).
QUERY needs access to a log of the system’s execution to date.
We assume that the log is a sequence of tuples (±⌧, N, t, r, c),
which indicate that ⌧ was derived (+⌧ ) or underived ( ⌧ ) on node
N at time t via rule r. Since some tuples can be derived in more
than one way, we include a derivation counter c, which is 1 when a
tuple first appears, and is increased by one for each further derivation. For tuples that node N received from another node N 0 , we set
r = N 0 , and for base tuples, we set r = ? and c = 1.
Figure 3 shows part of the algorithm we use to construct positive and negative provenance. There are several points worth
noting. First, the algorithm uses functions BaseTuple(⌧ ) and
LocalTuple(N,⌧ ) to decide whether a missing tuple ⌧ is a base tuple
that was not inserted, a local tuple on node N that was not derived,
or a remote tuple that was not received. The necessary information
is a byproduct of the compilation of any NDlog program and is thus
easily obtained. Second, to account for propagation delays, the algorithm uses a constant max that denotes the maximum time a
message can spend in the network and still be accepted by the recipient; this is used to narrow down the time interval during which
a missing message could have been sent. Third, the algorithm can
produce the same vertex more than once, or semantically identical
vertices with adjacent or overlapping intervals; in these cases, it is
necessary to coalesce the vertices using the union of their intervals
in order to preserve minimality. Finally, the algorithm uses two
functions PARTITION and SENDERS, which we explain next.

3.7 Missing messages
The SENDERS(±⌧ ,N) function is used to narrow down the set of
nodes that could have sent a specific missing message ±⌧ to node
N . One valid choice is to simply return the set of all nodes in the
system that have a rule for deriving ⌧ ; however, the resulting provenance can be complex, since it must explain why each of these
nodes did not send ±⌧ . Hence, it is useful to enhance SENDERS
with other information that may be available. For instance, in a
routing protocol, communication is restricted by the network topology, and messages can come only from direct neighbors.
In some cases, further nodes can be ruled out based on the specific message that is missing: for instance, a BGP message whose
AS path starts with 7 should come from a router in AS 7. We do not
pursue this approach here, but we hypothesize that static analysis
of the NDlog program could be used for inferences of this type.

3.8 Formal properties
We now briefly present the key definitions from our formal
model [33]. An event d@n = (m, r, t, c, m0 ) represents that rule
r was triggered by message m and generated a set of (local or remote) messages m0 at time t, given the precondition c (a set of
tuples that existed on node n at time t). Specifically, we write
d@nrecv = (m@nsend , , t, 1, m@nrecv ) to denote a message m
(from nsend is delivered at nrecv at t). A trace E of a system
execution is an ordered sequence of events from an initial state

3.6 Explaining nonderivation
The PARTITION function encodes a heuristic for choosing among
several possible explanations of a missing derivation. When explaining why a rule with multiple preconditions did not derive a certain tuple, we must consider a potentially complex parameter space.
For instance, if A(@X,p):-B(@X,p,q,r),C(@X,p,q) did
not derive A(@X,10), we can explain this with the absence of
B(@X,10,q,r), C(@X,10,q,r), or a combination of both –
e.g., by dividing the possible q and r values between the two pre-
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Evaluation: Setup
- Two case studies: SDN and BGP
- Simulation stack: RapidNet + Mininet + Trema
- Buggy scenarios reproduced from literature and survey
-

SDN1: Broken flow entry

-

SDN2: MAC spoofing

-

SDN3: Incorrect ACL

-

SDN4: Ping traceback

-

SDN5: Internal access

-

BGP1: Off-path change

-

BGP2: Black hole

-

BGP3: Link failure

-

BGP4: Bogon List
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Evaluation: Questions

Are negative provenance graphs concise?
Are negative provenance graphs useful?
What is the query turnaround time?
What is the runtime storage overhead?
Will Y! slow down the distributed system?
How runtime storage overhead scales?
How query turnaround time scales?
How readability heuristics scales?
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Evaluation: Time to answer a query
- Query turnaround less than one second

Query turnaround
(seconds)	
  
0.4	
  

Less than one second

0.3	
  
0.2	
  
0.1	
  
SDN1 SDN2 SDN3 SDN4 SDN5 BGP1 BGP2 BGP3 BGP4	
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Evaluation: Size of the returned answer
- Heuristics reduce size of the provenance by over 90%
- No answers had more than 25 vertices
Original Inconsistencies All heuristics
# Vertices
pruned
in answers
applied
400	
  

- 90%

300	
  
200	
  
100	
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SDN1 SDN2 SDN3 SDN4 SDN5 BGP1 BGP2 BGP3 BGP4	
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Evaluation: How useful are the answers?
V1

No HTTP Request
ABSENCE(t=[15s,185s],
HTTP Server,
arrived
at HTTP
Server
packet(@HTTP
Server,
HTTP))

V2

Why is the HTTP server
NOT getting requests?

ABSENCE(t=[1s,185s], S2,
No Forwarding FlowEntry
flowTable(@S2, HTTP, Forward, Port1))

arrived at Intermediate Switch
AND
AND
V3&a
V3&b

HTTP Requests
EXISTENCE(t={81s,82s,83s}
in [15s,185s], S1,
packet(@S1,
HTTP))
arrived at Border Switch

V4

EXISTENCE(t={81s,85s,86s},
Broken FlowEntry S2,
flowTable(@S2,
HTTP, Forward,Switch
Port2))
arrived at Intermediate
AND Controller
SDN

EXISTENCE(t=[81s,now],
S1,
Forwarding FlowEntry
flowTable(@S1,
Ingress
HTTP,Forward,Port1))
arrived at Border Switch

...

V5#a

EXISTENCE(t=[81s], Controller,
packetIn(@Controller, HTTP))

V5#b

V5#c

ABSENCE(t=[1,80s], S2,
flowTable(@S2, HTTP,*,*))
ABSENCE(t=[1,80s], S1,
packet(@S1, HTTP))

HTTP
V6#c
EXISTENCE(t=[62s], S1,
Request	
  
packet(@S1, DNS))

V6#d

EXISTENCE(t=[81s], Controller,
policy(@Controller, Inport=1,Forward,Port2)

V6#b

EXISTENCE(t=[63s], Controller,
packetIn(@Controller, DNS))

Broken AND
FlowEntry	
  
V6#e

AND

ABSENCE(t=[1,61s], S1,
???	
   flowTable(@S1,
DNS,*,*))

S2V6#f

EXISTENCE(t=[61s,now], S1,
flowTable(@S1, Ingress DNS,Forward,Port1))

...

Internet

S1

V6#a

???	
  

ABSENCE(t=[1,61s], S1,
packet(@S1, DNS))

Data Center Network

HTTP Server
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- Goal: Diagnose events with negative symptoms
Example: Why is the HTTP server not getting any requests?

- Approach: Negative Provenance
Uses counterfactual reasoning to find all the ways in which the
missing event could have occurred. Then Explains why each did
not come to pass.

- Challenge: Explanation can be very large
Uses a combination of several heuristics to remove redundancy
and improve readability.

- Implementation: Y!
Can be applied to any distributed system.
Supports both positive and negative provenance.

- Two case studies: SDN and BGP
Provenance is readable and can be computed quickly.

More information: http://snp.cis.upenn.edu/	
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